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BCEW Service Personnel Update

San Diego:

Jesse Mingo: Please welcome Jesse Mingo as the new Service Manager of San Diego Service Operations. Jesse was 
recently promoted from a lead tech position and brings great technical value and leadership qualities to the San Diego 
field operations. Jesse has been with Bay City for over 8 years and has been instrumental in growing the field operations 
start up capabilities and technical bandwith. Jesse will be leading the dispatch team to achieve optimal customer service 
while also ensuring maximum efficiency out the of the field technicians.

Dante Jerig: Dante has joined Bay City recently to take on the crucial role for the service coordinating in San Diego for the 
service field operations. Dante has been in the generator industry for 8 years and has a vast knowledge in every aspect 
from parts, quoting to service logistics and will help the San Diego operations with the teamwork of Jesse Mingo and 
Gene Haffey to continue the best customer service in the region.

Nick Tielke: Nick has recently been promoted to the BCEW Parts Supervisor position, with the plan to transition into 
taking over for Duane Wilger, the current parts manager, upon his retirement at the end of the year. Nick set a new 
standard for customer service and follow up as a Service Coordinator in San Diego for the past year and now has 
received the opportunity to grow within the organization in the Parts world. Nick will be instrumental in developing 
the operational procedures for the newly developed parts houses at each Bay City branch in California, a newly 
formed structure for Bay City aftermarket operations to sustain the operational growth of the division and help service 
operations for each branch become more self-sufficient.

Ernie Green: Ernie has recently been promoted to a new position developed to manage Bay City’s major account base 
and ensure maximum efficiency and logistical coordination with the other branches in California. Ernie whom recently 
served as the San Diego Service Supervisor brings Bay City a fresh outlook and communication process to the handling of 
the major accounts and is a key part in ensuring all the major accounts and specialized needs of each account is handled 
and performed by the branches on a streamline basis. This ensures that the field operations throughout California 
provide the same level and specified service needs across territories.

Inland Empire/LA/Orange:

Eduardo Lemus: Eduardo Lemus is a recent hire as Service Project Writer position in the Inland Empire branch. This 
position is key to the success and continued growth in that region. Evan Roberson, the Service Supervisor for the 
region will structure Eduardo to handle all the service recommendation quoting coming out of the that region, assist in 
scheduling of the technicians, administer the newly created parts warehouse in that branch, and monitor and submit all 
warranty claims coming out of the that region.

 


